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 btw, try sudo apt update before try to install neonixcoder, that is old hardware, i don't think it should have run 16.04? it looks
like an acpi issue You are right. I have 16.04 installed on the system and it is working great. Thats why I dont understand what
happened on my previous OS. neonixcoder: the other system doesn't have a working wifi chipset? assuming you're not talking

about two different systems Can someone give me some hints on how to build a kernel module that uses usb (has a gadget
interface)? neonixcoder, hardware is not always as you think it is, we have tools to discover this, and file a bug if necessary i.e.
16.10 and 18.04 I am using the other system. I will try on a different OS and will get back to you guys. TJ-: Now I can get to it
but when I click it nothing happens. krizoek: is this related to Ubuntu? or Debian? TJ-: "You have been disconnected from the
network" I click it and get "Waiting for network configuration" neonixcoder, but you need to work on this asap, it is a bug dax:

no neonixcoder, your other issue does not look like an ubuntu issue, so try fresh dax: debian krizoek: what module are you
building? MannyLNJ: do you know the MAC of the affected device? TJ-: Yes I use it to connect to this system when the

external monitor is connected and the system is set to use it's own screen. EriC^^: i want to build a driver 82157476af
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